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Biological Physics of the Developing Embryo

During development, cells and tissues undergo dynamic changes in pattern

and form that employ a wider range of physical mechanisms than at any other

time during an organism’s life. Biological Physics of the Developing Embryo presents

a framework within which physics can be used to analyze these biological

phenomena.

Written to be accessible to both biologists and physicists, major stages

and components of biological development are introduced and then analyzed

from the viewpoint of physics. The presentation of physical models requires no

mathematics beyond basic calculus. Physical concepts introduced include dif-

fusion, viscosity and elasticity, adhesion, dynamical systems, electrical poten-

tial, percolation, fractals, reaction--diffusion systems, and cellular automata.

With full-color figures throughout, this comprehensive textbook teaches

biophysics by application to developmental biology and is suitable for graduate

and upper-undergraduate courses in physics and biology.

Gabor Forg acs is George H. Vineyard Professor of Biological Physics at the

University of Missouri, Columbia. He received his Ph.D. in condensed matter

physics from the Roland Eötvös University in Budapest. He made contributions

to the physics of phase transitions, surface and interfacial phenomena and to

statistical mechanics before moving to biological physics, where he has stud-

ied the biomechanical properties of living materials and has modeled early

developmental phenomena. His recent research on constructing models of liv-

ing structures of prescribed geometry using automated printing technology

has been the topic of numerous articles in the international press.

Professor Forgacs has held positions at the Central Research Institute for

Physics, Budapest, at the French Atomic Energy Agency, Saclay, and at Clark-

son University, Potsdam. He has been a Fulbright Fellow at the Institute of Bio-

physics of the Budapest Medical University and has organized several meetings

on the frontiers between physics and biology at the Les Houches Center for

Physics. He has also served as advisor to several federal agencies of the USA on

the promotion of interdisciplinary research, in particular at the interface of

physics and biology. He is a member of a number of professional associations,

such as The Biophysical Society, The American Society for Cell Biology, and

The American Physical Society.

Stuart A . Newman is Professor of Cell Biology and Anatomy at New York

Medical College, Valhalla, New York. He received an A.B. from Columbia Uni-

versity and a Ph.D. in Chemical Physics from the University of Chicago. He

has contributed to several scientific fields, including developmental pattern

formation and morphogenesis, cell differentiation, the theory of biochemical

networks, protein folding and assembly, and mechanisms of morphological

evolution. He has also written on the philosophy, cultural background and

social implications of biological research.

Professor Newman has been an INSERM Fellow at the Pasteur Institute,

Paris, and a Fogarty Senior International Fellow at Monash University, Aus-

tralia. He is a co-editor (with Brian K. Hall) of Cartilage: Molecular Aspects (CRC

Press, 1991) and (with Gerd B. Müller) of Origination of Organismal Form: Beyond

the Gene in Developmental and Evolutionary Biology (MIT Press, 2003). He has tes-

tified before US Congressional committees on cloning, stem cells, and the
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